Mechanics of mitochondrial motility in neurons.
A properly organized, healthy mitochondrial network is critical for preserving neuronal form and function. Large, elaborately branched neuronal morphologies, energetic demands that fluctuate in time and space, and long neuronal lifespans make the distribution of mitochondria in neurons a particularly complex problem. Moreover, mitochondrial networks are dynamic systems in which mitochondria grow, divide and fuse, move along cytoskeletal filaments, and are degraded in an active fashion. Although the molecular mechanisms that govern mitochondrial motility, in particular, are increasingly well-characterized, the manner in which these mechanisms are coordinated to give rise to the global mitochondrial distribution in neurons is less well understood. Here I review several molecular mechanisms for mitochondrial motility in the context of a general mechanical framework. In this framework, molecular pathways that control mitochondrial movement can be reduced to their effects on the balance of forces that act on mitochondria, driving and opposing movement.